Photoelectron spectroscopic study of iron-pyrene cluster anions.
Iron-pyrene cluster anions, [Fe(m)(pyrene)(n)](-) (m = 1-2, n = 1-2) were studied in the gas phase by photoelectron spectroscopy, resulting in the determination of their electron affinity and vertical detachment energy values. Density functional theory calculations were also conducted, providing the structures and spin multiplicities of the neutral clusters and their anions as well as their respective electron affinity and vertical detachment energy values. The calculated magnetic moments of neutral Fe(1)(pyrene)(1) and Fe(2)(pyrene)(1) clusters suggest that a single pyrene molecule could be a suitable template on which to deposit small iron clusters, and that these in turn might form the basis of an iron cluster-based magnetic material. A comparison of the structures and corresponding photoelectron spectra for the iron-benzene, iron-pyrene, and iron-coronene cluster systems revealed that pyrene behaves more similarly to coronene than to benzene.